TEACHER BOOK SAMPLE

LESSON 30
Day 1

Continuing our practice with note-taking and report writing
This week we are going to continue practicing the skills you have been learning. The skills you are going to
continue practicing are

1. how to read for information
2. how to decide what information is important and what is not
3. how to take notes
4. how to arrange those notes into a simple outline
5. how to write a paragraph from your outline.

Analyzing the Excerpt
This week's excerpt is a fascinating look into the unique world of a specific species of ants. These ants take
slaves. These ants have been known to die with food right beside them because they do not know how to
feed themselves. Their slaves feed them. The entire description is wonderful, but we need to reduce the
three paragraphs into the simple information required for our one paragraph report. Therefore, we need to
narrow the information to answering a focused question. While reading, focus on the answers to the
following questions: Why do Red or Amazon ants need slaves? How do they get their slaves in general (not
minute details)?
We are going to read through the entire excerpt and then discuss it.
THE RED ANTS
Among the treasures of my piece of waste ground is an ant-hill belonging to the celebrated
Red Ants, the slave-hunting Amazons. If you have never heard about these Ants, their
practices seem almost too wonderful to believe. They are unable to bring up their own
families, to look for their food, to take it even when it is within their reach. Therefore they
need servants to feed them and keep house for them. They make a practice of stealing
children to wait on the community. They raid the neighboring ant-hills, the home of a
different species; they carry away the Ant-babies, who are in the nymph or swaddlingclothes stage, that is, wrapped in the cocoons. These grow up in the Red Ants’ house and
become willing and industrious servants.
Continued on next page
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When the hot weather of June and July sets in, I often see the Amazons leave their barracks
of an afternoon and start on an expedition. The column is five or six yards long. At the first
suspicion of an ant-hill, the front ones halt and spread out in a swarming throng, which is
increased by the others as they come up hurriedly. Scouts are sent out; the Amazons
recognize that they are on a wrong track; and the column forms again. It resumes its
march, crosses the garden paths, disappears from sight in the grass, reappears farther on,
threads its way through the heap of dead leaves, comes out again and continues its search.
At last, a nest of Black Ants is discovered. The Red Ants hasten down to the dormitories,
enter the burrows where the Ant-grubs lie and soon come out with their booty. Then we
have, at the gates of the underground city, a bewildering scrimmage between the defending
Blacks and the attacking Reds. The struggle is too unequal to remain in doubt. Victory falls
to the Reds, who race back home, each with her prize, a swaddled baby, dangling from her
jaws.
Excerpt from:
Fabre, Jean-Henri, Louise Hasbrouck Zimm, and Alexander Teixeira De Mattos.
Insect Adventures. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1917. 58-59.

Guiding your child:
Which sentences answer the questions that guided our reading? We will examine each
question individually.
Why do Red or Amazon ants need slaves? Which sentences focus on this question?
1.
2.

They are unable to bring up their own families, to look for their food, to take it
even when it is within their reach.
Therefore they need servants to feed them and keep house for them.

What do you think are the important points in those sentences?



They cannot survive without their slaves.



Their slaves collect their food.



Their slaves feed them.



Their slaves take care of their young.



Their slaves clean the ant hill.
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How can we turn the information we gathered into simple notes?






need slaves to raise young
collect food
feed them
clean ant hill

How do they get their slaves in general (not minute details)? Which sentences address the
larger picture of how the Red or Amazon ants capture their slaves?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Note

They make a practice of stealing children to wait on the community.
They raid the neighboring ant-hills, the home of a different species;
they carry away the Ant-babies, who are in the nymph or swaddling-clothes stage, that is,
wrapped in the cocoons.
These grow up in the Red Ants’ house and become willing and industrious servants. (See
#7’s Note below.)

The second paragraph contains a lot of interesting information on how the ants march in
and plan their attack, but this level of detail is beyond what is necessary for our simple one
paragraph report. When you learn to write multiple paragraph reports, including more
specific information like this will become a part of your report writing.
5.
6.

The Red Ants hasten down to the dormitories, enter the burrows where the Ant-grubs lie
and soon come out with their booty.
Victory falls to the Reds, who race back home, each with her prize, a swaddled baby,
dangling from her jaws.

One sentence from the first paragraph answers the question about how they get their slaves. What
happens after the Red ants steal the babies from other ant hills?
7.

Note

These grow up in the Red Ants’ house and become willing and industrious servants.

This may seem strange to include this detail down here and not up with all of the other first
paragraph facts, but those details answer why they need slaves. This sentence really
explains how the babies become slaves, which is part of the big picture about how they
capture their slaves.
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What are the key points from those sentences? Can you summarize all of the information
into two or three sentences?
1.
2.
3.

They steal the baby ant-grubs, who are only nymphs in cocoons, from other ant species.
They steal the children by attacking neighboring ant hills, and after a victorious attack,
carry the babies in their jaws back to their own ant hill.
The babies are raised thinking they are part of that community and take care of the
other ants.

How can we turn those summarized sentences into simple notes?





steal baby ants, nymphs in cocoons, from other ants
attack ant hills, when victorious, carry babies home in jaws
grow up as unknowing slaves taking care of ants in hill

Have we gathered the notes that answer our questions about why and how Red or Amazon ants enslave
other ants? Yes, so our note-taking is completed for another simple report. Tomorrow we will turn our
notes into a simple outline with a topic sentence.

Day 2

Creating an Outline
Yesterday we collected information answering our questions about Red or Amazon ants. The questions
guiding our note taking were
Why do Red or Amazon ants need slaves? How do they get their slaves in general (not minute
details)?
The notes we took answering those questions are
1.

need slaves to raise young

2.
3.

collect food
feed them

4.
5.
6.
7.

clean ant hill
steal baby ants, nymphs in cocoons, from other ants
attack ant hills, when victorious, carry babies home in jaws
grow up as unknowing slaves taking care of ants in hill
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STUDENT BOOK SAMPLE

LESSON 30
Day 1
Writing reports requires learning
1.

how to read for information

2. how to decide what information is important and what is not
3. how to take notes
4. how to arrange those notes into a simple outline
5. how to write a paragraph from your outline.

Focus on this narrowed topic:
Why do Red or Amazon ants need slaves? How do they get their slaves in general (not
minute details)?

Among the treasures of my piece of waste ground is an ant-hill belonging to the
celebrated Red Ants, the slave-hunting Amazons. If you have never heard about these
Ants, their practices seem almost too wonderful to believe. They are unable to bring up
their own families, to look for their food, to take it even when it is within their reach.
Therefore they need servants to feed them and keep house for them. They make a
practice of stealing children to wait on the community. They raid the neighboring anthills, the home of a different species; they carry away the Ant-babies, who are in the
nymph or swaddling-clothes stage, that is, wrapped in the cocoons. These grow up in the
Red Ants’ house and become willing and industrious servants.
When the hot weather of June and July sets in, I often see the Amazons leave their
barracks of an afternoon and start on an expedition. The column is five or six yards long.
At the first suspicion of an ant-hill, the front ones halt and spread out in a swarming
throng, which is increased by the others as they come up hurriedly. Scouts are sent out;
the Amazons recognize that they are on a wrong track; and the column forms again. It
resumes its march, crosses the garden paths, disappears from sight in the grass,
reappears farther on, threads its way through the heap of dead leaves, comes out again
and continues its search.
Continued on next page
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At last, a nest of Black Ants is discovered. The Red Ants hasten down to the dormitories,
enter the burrows where the Ant-grubs lie and soon come out with their booty. Then we
have, at the gates of the underground city, a bewildering scrimmage between the
defending Blacks and the attacking Reds. The struggle is too unequal to remain in doubt.
Victory falls to the Reds, who race back home, each with her prize, a swaddled baby,
dangling from her jaws.
Excerpt from:
Fabre, Jean-Henri, Louise Hasbrouck Zimm, and Alexander Teixeira De
Mattos. Insect Adventures. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1917. 58-59.
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